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PART C
-- GENERAL REVIEW OF UNITED STATES POLICY TOWARD THE

_PO_L:IT'IC_L :,s_OF MICRONESIA

I. Background

This study deals with the question of the future political

status of the Caroline and Marshall Islands. These two widely

spread island groups, commonly known as Micronesia, constitute,

along with the Northern Mariana Islands, the political entity

of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI). Micro-

nesia is the last remaining United Nations Trust Territory.

The United States administers the TTPI as a "strategic trustee-

ship" under the authority of the 1947 Trusteeship Agreement o_

between the U S and the United Nations Security Council. (See 8
o

Annex A for map).

The terms of the Trusteeship Agreement obligate the U•S.

to "promote the inhabitants of the Trust,Territory toward self- ._

government or independence as may be appropriate to the parti-

cular circumstances of the trust territory and its peoples and

the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned". The

agreement does not specify a time deadline for achievement of

the political development goal nor for termination of the

trusteeship •

The U.S• Government has been negotiatingthe future political

status of Micronesia with representatives of the Congress of

Micronesia (CO_) since 1969. Representatives of the Carolines

and the Marshalls rejected an offer of Con_nonwealth (U.S. ter_.-

torial) status in 1969 insisting on a future self-governing '-_
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political relationship with the U.S. which they termed "Free

Association". This future political status goal has remained

the stated preferred status objective of the Congress of

Micronesia-

Since 1971 the political status negotiations havg been con-

ducted on behalf of the USG by the President's Personal Repre-

sentative for Micronesian Status Negotiations, reporting to the

President through the National Security Council and on behalf

of the Carolines and Marshalls by the Congress of Micronesia's

authorized representatives- •It has been three years since the

approval of the last comprehensive Under Secretaries Committee o_oO

(USC) study concerning the Micronesian status negotiations,

which served as the basis for the latest negotiating instructions

to the President's Personal Representative for the negotlatlons.

(See Annex B for current negotiating instructions based on the

1973 USC Study).

In 1972 negotiations with representatives of the Northern

Mariana Islands were opened on a basis separate from those being

conducted with the Congress of Micronesia in light of the long-

standing desire of the people of the Northern Mariana Islands to

become American citizens and have their islands be a permanent

self-governing member of the American political family. These

separate negotiations led to an agreement with the Northern

Marianas by which those islands will, following termination of ,

...._0R _\ the trusteeship, become a self-governing territory of the U. _.
/'_" _ -_
i_ _That agreement, the Commonwealth Covenant, was overwhelmingly

approved by the people of the Northern Marianas in a U.N. observed
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plebiscite and approved by the U.S. Government in March 1976

(Public Law 94-241). The Northern Marianas are now administered

by the U.S. separately from the other districts of the TTPI and

are no longer represented in the Congress of Micronesia.i

Eight formal negotiating rounds and several Heads of Dele-

gations meetings have been conducted since 1969 in a protracted

effort to resolve the many complex issues involved in the Micro-

nesian political status matter. On June 2, 1976, at the last

formal round, a Compact of Free Association was initialled ad

referendum by Ambassador F. Haydn Williams, the President's former

Personal Representative and the COM's Joint Committee on Future' O

Status (JCFS). (See Annex C for a copy of the initialled Compact)_
O

The initialled Compact of Free Association is based on the

concept that the future self-governing Micronesia would have

full control over its internal affairs while the U.S. while not

possessing any sovereignty over Micronesia would have responsi-

s foreign and defense affairs. Under Freebility for Micronesia'

Association, Micronesians would not become U.S. citizens. The

terms of the initialled Compact meet U.S. interests and objectives

and reflect agreement reached with the JCFS on all issues except

that of control over Micronesian marine resources and how U.S.

grant funds would be allocated between the island districts.

However, a new Micronesian negotiating body, the COM's Commis-

sion on Future Political Status and Transition (CFPST), which

in June 1976, has yet to endorse the initialled
if_°R_"- replaced the JCFS

I_ _Compact, stating that it is not bound by the agreements reached

i
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with the U.S. by its predecessor. No formal negotiations have

yet taken place with the CFPST although it has requested a

December 1976 meeting of Heads of Delegations to consider the

questions of marine resources and the incompatibilities between

the Compact and a draft Micronesian Constitution.

The successful conclusion of the negotiations on the Free

Association status agreement is endangered by various factors

which are addressed in this study. These factors are, primarily,

the rapidly increasing dangerof fragmentation of the various

districts comprising the Carolines and the Marshalls in light

of movements toward separation from the other islands by two

districts Palau ann the Marshalls" the question of whether the
' O

Compact or the draft Micronesian Constitution should be the

supreme document governing the status relationship; and the

question of control over marine resources.
e otiatin Ob'ectives

II. U.S. Interests, RR_quirements and N

A. Strategic interests/Requirements

U.S. interests and objectives in the Carolines and the

Marshalls derive mainly from our broad interests as a Pacific

nation in the Far East and East Asia. In this regard, the first

and most fundamental interest is the security of the U.S. A

strong.defense depends on the forward mobility and readiness of

U.S. forces and this, in turn, depends on an appropriate base

structure--one which must be capable of being expanded in the

event of greatly increased tensions or hostilities. It is impor-

tant to note that the balance of power we seek in the Pacif_e_ ...../._ _ORb'" \
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area is directly affected by perceptions of U.S. credibility;

therefore we have a fundamental interest in maintaining confi-

dence in a continuing U.S. role and presence in the area. Con-

versely, it is to the U.S. interest to prevent or inhibit, if

we can, any significant extension of the power of influence of

potentially hostile nations.

The strategic value of the TTPI to the U.S. will not

end with the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement, regard-

less of what form the resulting Micronesian political structure

will take. There are a number of reasons for our regarding

these islands as of "strategic importance". Among these are o

their location, proximity to Guam, the Northern Marianas,

Hawaii (which are part of the U.S .) and important trade routes

(U.S. trade with Asia was valued at $46 billion last year); the

many uncertainties confronting our continued tenure and operating

rights in areas closer to the mainland of Asia, especially the

Philippines; the future need for training and logistical facili-

ties in the area, especially in light of possible reductions in

such facilities in the Philippines, Japan, Taiwan and Korea;

the potential risks or threats which would arise from the pre-

sence of the military forces of unfriendly powers on one or

several of these islands; the increasing attention of the Soviet

Union and PRC in the South Pacific; and the need to meet contin-

East Asia or the Indian Ocean.
_'-- gencies in _

/'_'" - <i\ S_ecificallx:

_ i. U.S. national interests require the continuing ability

_---_" to deny access to Micronesia by foreign powers for military put-
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poses. In unfriendly hands the islands of Micronesia could serve

as missile, air and naval bases and constitute a grave threat to

U.S. control of sea and air routes and communications in the

Central Pacific, as well as to U.S. territory--including in

particular, Hawaii, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands, Wake,

Midway:and Johnston Island•

2. The U.S. also requires for the foreseeable future con-

tinued, unfettered access to the military facilities on Kwajalein

atoll; the Kwajalein Missile Range complex is a vital element of

critically important R&D programs. It is the only area under

American control where both offensive and defensive strategic

missile weapon systems can be tested, exercised in a realistic 8

environment and recovered. The U S Government and defense
• .

,

contractors have invested $750 million in this installation.

Alternative sites and facilities equal to Kwajalein would be

extremely difficult to find and costly to construct.

3. U.S. interests, commitments and objectives elsewhere in

the Pacific and Asia require an ability to project and support

military power throughout the Western Pacific. Additional restric-

tions on operations from U.S. bases elsewhere in Asia indicate

the need for basing options in Micronesia. Today, our forward

deployments and our ability to respond to contingencies are

heavily dependent upon bases and stockpiles located in Korea,

Japan, the Philippines and Taiwan From a long-range perspective,

it would be dangerous to assume that we are going to maintain•_all _

f_of these foreign bases, with the same rights we have today. In
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all of these countries, there are trends which seem likely to

reduce the number of bases available to support our forward

deployments during peacetime and the flexibility to support

contingency operations from these bases. This problem cannot

be dismissed with the simple statement "no basesrno Eommitment"

because the loss of base and operating rights is apt to evolve

gradually over a period of ten to fifteen years; and our need

for the type of support provided by these bases usually goes

beyond defense of a host country. For these reasons, it is

important to obtain for contingency purposes certain land

options and base rights in the Western Carolines (Palau). o
O

Over the long term the flexibility and continuity of

our defense posture in the region will depend increasingly upon

Guam, the Northern Marianas and the Western Carolines (Palau).

To some extent the uncertainties we face in the Western Pacific

are hedged by our bases on Guam and the 18,182 acres of land

which are authorized to be leased in the Northern Marianas. We

cannot, however, expect the Guam-Tinian complex of support facili-

ties and training areas to support all the requirements we may

face in the future as a result of our security interests in East

Asia, the various contingencies which might arise, the long-term

consolidation and reduction of bases in Korea, Japan, the Philip-

pines, and Taiwan, and the constraints Congress may place on our

management of war reserve materiel. Together with the Marianas,

Palau in the Western Carolines continues to be important as af_

long-range limited alternative to bases elsewhere in the W.@stern ¢\

Pacific. __
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The strategic importance of Palau, like Guam and the

Northern Marianas, stems from the fact that it is much closer

to Asia than Hawaii or the Continental United States. The dis-

tance from a logistic support base in Palau to any point in the

East Asian littoral would be one-third or less the d_stance from

a comparable facility in Hawaii. Outside of the Northern Marianas,

Palau is the only group of islands in the western fringe of Micro-

nesia where land is potentially available for U.S. defense pur-

poses with the possibile exception of Ulithi (Yap).

The area sought at Malakal Harbor, Palau, is 40 acres of

submerged land. The amount of land desired on the nearby isl_nd

of Babelthuap for exclusive use is 2,000 acres which is very

small compared with the total size of that island (128.5 square

miles of dry land or approximately 93 000 acres). The 40 acres

of land at Malakal Harbor and the 2,000 acres on the island of
O

Babelthuap could be used to store petroleum and ammunition

required to support our forces in peacetime and during any con-

tingency which might threaten our interests in Asia. The size

of Babelthuap also makes it highly suitable for large scale mili-

tary maneuvers of a type which could not be conducted at Tinian.

Therefore, land option rights to non-exclusive use of 30,000

acres on Babelthuap are desired by the Marine Corps.

Relating our land requirements to political status options,

the importance of Kwajalein warrants an extremely close political

relationship with the people of the Marshall Islands. In Pal_u i_

/$_'__the land options which are desired would provide a valuable hedge

3 _ SECRET-_
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against the uncertainties of the future by giving the U.S. a

long-range limited alternative to bases elsewhere in the Western

Pacific. However, the land options desired in Palau are not

sufficiently vital to permit them to drive rthe course of the

negotiations in terms of the extent of financial assistance or

the acceptance of a separate political arrangement with Palau.

Our willingness to accept restrictions on the use of

land for military purposes will depend on the nature of the

relationship established with the people of Micronesia. We

should not accept restrictions on our defense rights under a

commonwealth arrangement or under any other relationship which

makes the U.S. solely responsible for the defense of Micronesia.

On the other hand, we would not be able to insist upon unres-

tricted use under a treaty relationship wherein our interests

and responsibilities are more specifically defined.

In summary there is no distinct relationship between the, •

land we seek to retain in the Marshalls and the Palau land optlons_

The former is related to on-going programs which are vital to the

research, development, test and evaluation of strategic offensive

and defensive missile systems. The latter is related more to

land and facilities which may be required to support conventional

forces deployed to the Western Pacific or Indian Ocean in the

years ahead and the uncertainties surrounding our tenure and

operating rights at bases elsewhere in the region. Our interest :

in Kwajalein is such that we should not accept restrictions

f_ _-_ . ,

f_.¥°_'_\_the use of facilities in the _larshall Islands In Palau we

_robably could accept some restrictions without undue risk to

el
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the readiness or deterrent capability of our deployed forces,

if a combination of other factors leads us to establish a treaty

relationship with this part of Micronesia. The basing options

in Palau should be protected by firm political arrangements

covering a sufficient period of time to justify any _uture cons-

truction of facilities and related operations costs. However,

if the political and financial costs of obtaining Palau land

options becomes too high, it would be necessary to review this

requirement. Overall, the continued ability to deny the entire

Micronesian area to foreign powers for military purposes is a ==

firm U S national interest requirement, even more so than in• .

the past in light of our growing interest in trade with Asia,

the recently established Soviet political presence in the South

Pacific, and the increased capability of the Soviet Pacific Fleet

to interdict our lines of communications.

B. Political

The USG has a vested interest in a stable, friendly and

peaceful Micronesia, no matter what form its new political status

may take. A continuing close, flexible and amicable relationship

with these islands (possessing a minimum of built-in "friction

points") could serve and protect U.S. interests elsewhere in the

the Pacific, while also promoting stability within the Micronesian

area. Loss of effective U.S. influence over Micronesia and hosti-

lity toward the U.S _. on the part of Micronesian authorities could_

reduce the ability of the U.S. to serve its broader interests ,in

/_" _Xthe Western _acific, particularly if the U.S. also lost its exis-
IL_ _I in that area. A political vacuum coupled with
\% _ing key bases
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Micronesian political instability could conceivably tempt

adventurism from potential U.S. adversaries who may seek mili-

tary access to Micronesia.

The manner in which we approach termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement will be watched closely by the other

Pacific powers, particularly Japan, our most important ally

in Asia and a nation that depends heavily upon the U.S. security

umbrella. Recently, the Japanese have expressed concern that a

divided Micronesia may emerge in the not-too-distant future, as

opposed to a coherent, non-hostile entity which we and they

hope for They believe that long-term stability in Micronesia•

will be unlikely without a firm lead by the USG. Thus, what we O

do in Micronesia cannot be viewed apart from our interest in a
o

close relationship with Japan and the role they expect of us in

the Pacific.

Under both the U.N. Charter and the Trusteeship Agreement _

the U.S. has a definite obligation to foster political develop-

ment in Micronesia "toward self-government or independence as

may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of the trust

territory and its peoples and the freely expressed wishes of

the peoples concerned..." (Article 6 of the Trusteeship Agree-

ment with the U.N. Security Council). Any failure to discharge

that obligation could have a highly adverse political impact not

only in the U.N., but also throughout Micronesia.

America s traditional active support for the exercise of

facet of the U_IS_._

self-determination by others is a significant _P_T /_•?0_
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international position and image• This factor becomes increa-

singly important in light of the TTPI being the last remaining

territory under the U.N. trusteeship system. In dealing with

Micronesia it is in the national interest to act consistently

with this tradition unless overriding national security consider-

ations preclude such action. Accordingly, the ultimate determi-

nation of the future political status of Micronesia must be

decided by the people of Micronesia in a political act of self-

determination. The U.S• in no way intends to force the people

into a future political status which they do not expressly

desire •

The longer the TTPI remains under Trusteeship Council O

scrutiny, the more the USG will need to defend its administra-

tion of the territory The UNTC and other UN organs; e.g.,• ,

the Committee of 24, would in all likelihood increasingly tend

to attack the U S on: (a) excessive delay in effecting termi-

nation, and (b) U.S. efforts to preempt or discourage the ,_

acceptability to Micronesians of an independence option. The

Trusteeship Council has desired more information with regard to

the political status negotiations, goals, and intent. The 1976

Trusteeship Council Visiting Mission report and the subsequent

Trusteeship Council report to the Security Council on the TTPI

stated that, while it does not presume to recommend a future

political status for Micronesia, it notes that the status incor-

porated in the initialled Compact of Free Association is "not

...........inconsistent with the principles of the trusteeship system". _The

f_usteeship Council has contlnually urged the unity of the Caro-
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line and Marshall Islands in any future political status and

has accepted the target date of 1981 for termination of the

trusteeship.

The USG is on record before the Trusteeship Council as

(a) favoring the unity of the Marshalls and Carolines; (b)

intending to seek termination of the Trusteeship for all dis-

tricts of the TTPI simultaneously (Marianas, Carolines and

Marshalls); and (c) intending "to seek" United Nations Trustee-

ship Council and Security Council approval for the termination

of the Trusteeship Agreement.

The USG has not, however, committed itself to the obtain-

ment of the approvai of any U.N. body for the termination of the

trusteeship Since the TTPI is classified as a "strategic trustee_

ship", the Security Council rather than the General Assembly is

the overseeing body in the United Nations The Security Council
•

has delegated the routine business concerning the TTPI to the

Trusteeship Council. In view of the composition of the Security

Council and the veto power of the Soviet Union and the PRC in

that body, a future political status for Micronesia which provides

for the continuation of U•S. security interests, particularly if

it is not outright and absolute independence, may well meet oppo-

sition, among the membership of the Security Council. In such _a

case, acceptance, of a requirement of Security Council approval

for termination of the Trusteeship Agreement could result in

seeing the freely expressed desires of the Micronesians and their
ower or third-wo_-d

right of self-determination thwarted by big-p _0R0_

politics. |_ _i
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If the USG were to proclaim unilaterally that its obli-

gations under the Trusteeship Agreement were fulfilled, and to

assert that the Trusteeship Agreement was therefore terminated,

then the U.S. could expect some international condemnation. In

the ten previous cases of trusteeship termination, the adminis-

tering authorities sought and received U.N. General Assembly

approval before termination. The USG supported the ICJ's 1950

advisory opinion that the South African mandate over Namibia

had not lapsed just because one party, South Africa, said the

conditions of the agreement were fulfilled.

In all foreseeable cases the U.S. would be in a better

political and legal position having sought Security Council

approval of termination of the trusteeship even if we failed

to obtain it Therefore it is best to avoid actions now which

would preclude the possibility of seeking such approval. It

will be especially important to have attempted to satisfy U.N.

termination procedures and therefore to maximize the prospects

of at least obtaining majority support within the Security

Council for termination of the trusteeship. There is no question

but that with such support the U.S. will be on far firmer ground

should it become necessary to terminate U.S. obligations under

the TrUsteeship Agreement without the formal approval of the

Security Council.

As a practical matter it seems certain that United Nations

Security Council approval of (or even majority support for) termi-

_._7_,_nation of the Trusteeship Agreement will require that representa-
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tives of UNTC observe the act of self-determination (plebiscite).

Politically, the inclusion of an independence option on the pleb-

iscite ballot would be desirable to enhance the chance of obtaining

Security Council support for termination. From the standpoint of

maximizing the achievement of our preferred status relationship

and obtaining the best protection of our security interests, an

independence option on the plebiscite ballot may be detrimental.

In any event, no U.S. commitment beyond existing statements should

be made either toward a commitment to obtain Security Council or

Trusteeship Council approval for termination or in the opposite

direction toward any USG action which would preclude the possibility

of seeking such approval. The question concerning what options o

would be on the plebiscite ballot and the determination of USG

policy in regard to U.N. participation in the termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement can be deferred until resolution of the

status negotiations or other circumstances require that a policy

decision be made.

C. Economic

The Trust Territory is and will be for the foreseeable

future an economic burden to the U.S. Except for U.S. support

Micronesia currently has a subsistence type economy, relying

primarily on family garden projects, fishing and increasingly on

imported foodstuffs. It has no major exploitable mineral resources

either on land or the seabed. The only economic resource of any

possible or potential economic benefit is that of the marine

resources (fish) off the coasts of Micronesia. Therefore, t_U.S

has no significant economic interests in these islands. /_ _%_
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In terms of U.S. economic interests--as opposed to

foreign affairs jurisdictional interests--the U.S. has no legal

claim to Micronesian marine resources under the Trusteeship Agree-

ment (in fact it is obligated to preserve them for the inhabitants

of the territory) and does not covet them for the future. Accor-

dingly the USG recently informed the new Micronesian Status Com-

mission that the U.S. is prepared to negotiate on the basis that

the benefits derived from exploitation of the living and non-

living resources off the coasts of Micronesia accrue to the

people of Micronesia. The matter of the control over Micronesian

marine resources is addressed elsewhere.

It would be consistent with U.S. interest in establishing

a stable, enduring relationship with Micronesia that the U.S.

should provide continued economic support appropriate to the

character of the future relationship and at a level which will

assure a progressively more self-sufficient economy. It would

be detrimental to U.S. political and strategic interests to permit_

the Micronesian economy to collapse, with the resultant social _i

and political disruption.

Stated another way, there are at present no American

economic interests justifying a continuing close U.S. relation-

ship with Micronesia, but there are significant political and

strategic reasons for the U.S. to provide economic assistance to

Micronesia and to try to build a reasonable level of economic

self-sufficiency Certainly the fact that Micronesia expects

j,_c_$_ considerable economic benefit from any future association wit_
/%. _'_

f_ "_he U.S. provides a lever to achieve a preferred status arrange-
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III. Major Issues and Problems

A. Political Fragmentation

One of the major problems in the negotiations is that

of possible political fragmentation among the remaining districts

of the Trust Territory.

Political unity in Micronesia is and has been an artifi-

cial creation of the Spanish, German, Japanese and American

external administering authorities. The ethnic, historical,

linguistic, and cultural differences among the districts com-

prising the Carolines and the Marshalls contribute to local

residents identifying with island rather than Micronesian-wide
o
O

perspectives Citizens of the Trust Territory think of them-•

selves as Palauans, or Ponapeans or Marshallese rather than

as Micronesians. Each major cultural group holds pride in its

own group and displays openly resentment and antagonism toward

other groups.

The territory-wide legislature, the Congress of Micro-

nesia, was created by the U.S. in 1965 with the hope that it would

foster a feeling of Micronesian unity and a willingness to sacri-

fice for the "common good". Unfortunately, the members of the

Congress of Micronesia have not been successful in accommodating

their personal and/or district interests with more widely based

interests affecting Micronesia as a whole. This failure, com-

bined with the failure of any Micronesian to develop a territory- _
S

wide political leadership posture has enhanced centrifugal f6_rce

tending to fragment the districts, f_ _
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There is also little doubt that the success of the

Marianas initiative for a separate political status has streng-

thened separatist movements in the other districts, despite U.S.

stress on the uniqueness of the Marianas case for a separate

status agreement and our official statements favoring the con-

tinued political unity of the Carolines and the Marshals.

The increasing tendencies for fragmentation are most

evident in the Western and Eastern most districts, Palau and

the Marshalls. Successful separatist moves by Palau and the

Marshalls could well result in total fragmentation of the Micro-

nesian districts. The four remaining districts might combine

to seek some form of association with the U.S. or conceivably

each might try to go its separate independent ways. If such

occurs it is possible that Ponape and Kusaie districts might

seek to align themselves with the Marshall Islands and the

Republic of Nauru in a central Pacific Island Federation associ-

ated loosely with the United States. Yap Island District would

most likely seek a separate free association status relationship

with the U.So Truk would perhaps seek total independence with

the attendant possibility that the Trukese leadership might look

toward other nations, such as the Soviet Union, for economic

assistance.

Fragmentation would, therefore, present the U.S. with a

situation requiring the negotiation of several status agreements i_

in an attempt to meet our fundamental national security obje_-

•_i_._ _e" s. Congress have indicated
f_ _ive Several key members of the U.S.

Q_Y
ml In
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that separate status agreements for the various districts ofi
i

the Carolines and the Marshalls would be unacceptable to the!

U.S. jCongress.i Additionally, if Micronesia fragments the USG

woul_ be subject to serious criticism for what would be termed

a diVide-and-rule policy by some members of the U.S. "Congressi

and the United Nations.

P_lau

In Palau, the desire for separatism stems in part from

the wealth seen as accruing to Palau should plans for a local

oil storage/superport involving both Iranian and Japanese

interests become a reality. The Palauans, convinced of their

own sUperiority tend to be scornful of their fellow Micronesians o

and they do not want to share potential superport revenues with

the other districts or be dominated by a central Micronesian

government controlled by the more populous district of Truk.

On May 19, 1976 the Palau Political Status Commission'

sent a letter to the President's Personal Representative for

Micronesian Status Negotiations requesting a formal dialogue

between Palau and the U.S. to consider a future political status

agreement, "similar in nature to that of the Northern Mariana

Islands" The Palau Political Status Commission has stated that

this language does not mean that they propose a political rela-

tionship that is identical to the Marianas Commonwealth Covenant,

in thajt they do not desire U.S. sovereignty or U.S. citizenship,

but rajther prefer a close and enduring relationship with the U,.S.

/ _ _±ong _he lines of the draft Compact of Free Association but
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separate from the other districts. In this regard, the promoters

of the superport concept have let it be known to the Palauans

that a close political relationship with the U.S. would be

necessary to insure the political and security stability necessary

to at:ract the requisite amounts of foreign investment called for

in th_ir concept.

The Palau Political Status Commission has additionally

made it clear that the draft Micronesian Constitution will not

be accepted in the Palau District and that it would be a waste

of time, money, and effort to even conduct a referendum on the

draft Constitution in that district.

In June 1976 the Palau Political Status Commission

appeared before
Trusteeship Council and petitioned for

the U.N.

its approval of separate negotiations with the U.S. The Trustee-

ship Council rejected this plea for separatism, continuing to

support unity. The Palau Political Status Commission then pleaded

its case with Representative Phillip Burton, Chairman of the House

Sub-Committee on Territorial and Insular Affairs. The Commission

claims that Congressman Burton pledged his assistance and support

if the results of the then forthcoming referendum showed that the

people of Palau desired separate negotiations.

On September 24, 1976, a referendum was conducted in

Palau on the question: "With respect to the future political

status for Palau District, the Palau District shall negotiate

separately and apart from the rest of Micronesia with the United

,_. ,_States of America. (Yes or No)" The USG made clear in advance
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it would not give official recognition to the referendum and no

USG or UN observers were sent to Palau for it. With a light turn-

out of about 50% of eligible voters, 87.7% of those voting voted

for separate negotiations. The results were transmitted by the

Palauans to the Trusteeship Council. The light turnout in the

voting is significant, indicating that many supporters'of

Micronesian unity may have stayed away from the polls and used

that method to register their disapproval of separate status.

A danger exists that the Palauans may coordinate their

efforts with the Marshallese separatists, and may perhaps exert

pressures for fragmentation on the COM during the next session

which will convene in early January, 1977. The Palauan delega- O

tion walked out of the Congress of Micronesia during its July

session when the matter of the future location of the capital

of Micronesia came to a vote.

The August 1976 Situation Report of the Palau Political

Status Commission states "In essence the attitude of the people

of Palau has changed dramatically towards the Congress of Micro-

nesia because of inability or lack of desire to include the

unique political, social, and economic interests of Palau in the

Micronesian draft constitution and its status negotiations with

the United States of America. At the outset of the Congress of

Micronesia there was a general feeling of positive expectation;

however, over an agonizing period of unresponsiveness, this

feeling has transformed into one of distrust and frustration" _

(sic). The Palauans have thus far refused to participate in th_

work of the new Commission on Future Political Status and _r_>_.,o .\v_

tion, although they have named representatives i_ _i
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The Palauan leaders might still be brought to a position

of acquiescence in some form of loose association with the other

districts if the U.S. holds firmly to the policy of unity and

the other Micronesian districts are agreeable to the loose form of

"confederation". In 1974 the Palau Legislature adopted a resolu-

tion endorsing a platform of insisting on a loose federation of

the districts of Micronesia. That resolution states "...that the

people of Palau cannot and shall not accept any other form of

political unity in Micronesia other than a unity based on the

terms and principles of a loose federation of states where the

central government shall have authority and supremacy over spe- O

cific territorial and international matters while the district

governments shall have prerogative over all domestic matters."

It is noteworthy that the Micronesian Constitutional

Convention (CONCON) failed to meet many of the "non-negotiable"

demands of the Palauan delegation instead drafting a Constitu-

tion which would, from the Palauan point of view, provide the

central government with far too much authority over district

affairs. The Palauan Delegates to the CONCON signed the dra._.

Constitution but have since repudiated their action, f_ _

\ YThe Marshalls

In the Marshalls district, the fragmentation prob lem_'s_

equally serious and perhaps more directly threatening to U.S.

interests. The Marshallese have a long history of confrontation

with the Congress of Micronesia over sharing of revenues generated

primarily from USG activities associated with the Kwajalein Missile

Range. A strong element in the rich and powerful Marshallese

SECRET
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traditional leadership rejects the draft Micronesian Constitution,

wants the Marshalls to be self-governing and independent of the

other districts of Micronesia, and ultimately independent of the

U.S. as well.

This political faction in the Marshalls, whidh controls

the district legislature, urged the boycott of the election of

delegates to the Micronesian Constitutional Convention. The

district legislature also created a Marshallese Political Status

Commission (MPSC) which pleaded before the U.N. Trusteeship

Council in June, 1976, for separate status. The Marshalls Poli-

tical Status Commission submitted an interim report to the dis- o_

trict legislature in April 1976 which urges rejection of the g

draft Micronesian Constitution, separation from the other district__m

and a future political status of some form of free association

with the United States leading to eventual independence. The

MPSC has been secretly financed by the Republic of Nauru. =_
t_

These separatist leaders in the Marshalls foresee a

period of U.S. "stewardship" over certain of their external

affairs during a transition period leading to full independence.

A working position paper for separate negotiations now being

discussed by the Marshalls Political Status Commission states

that during this transition period, "the Marshalls would assume

control over each external area of concern, such as marine

resources, defense treaties, etc., so that after a gradual pro"

gression, the Marshalls would become fully independent, probablyfrom now"

'_ (_at a point between 1985 and 1988, about ten years
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According to this working paper, the United States would,

pursuant to a treaty, be permitted to use the facilities in the

Marshalls by providing compensation at going world rates for

use of military bases. This would, according to the working

paper amount to no less than $20 million per year plus assis-

tance for developing an extensive infrastructure for the Marshalls

which could bring the total cost to the U.S. up to $i00 million

per year. The paper also states that before proceeding to the

resolution of future relations between the U.S. and the Marshalls,

the resolution of past problems associated with USG use of Bikini

and Eniwetok for nuclear testing and land use compensation should o
O

be discussed. O

In the period since the new Commission on Future Political

Status and Transition was created, the Marshallese have refused

to name representatives to that Commission. The new Micronesian

Commission is therefore lacking participation by both Palau and

the Marshalls.

There does exist, however, a strong minority in the

Marshalls, composed of the less traditional elements which reject

the separatist moves of the authoritarian traditional leadership

and support Micronesian unity under the concept of Free Associ-

ation with the U.S. The November, 1976, Congress of Micronesia

and local legislature elections in the Marshalls were encouraging

for this faction, with "unity" advocates unseating several separa-

.....tist incumbents. In addition, the Marshallese who initialled _he

{_" G\ 1976 won reelection
i_ _aft Compact of Free Association on June 2, ,
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to the Congress of Micronesia.

U.S. Interests

Faced with strong Micronesian tendencies toward political

fragmentation, the U.S. has potentially conflicting interestS.

On the one hand, we would prefer not to abandon the

policy favoring the political unity of the Marshalls and the

Carolines. Also, there is considerable merit in avoiding multi-

ple status negotiations. In this regard, it would be far easier

to win Congressional and U.N. approval for a political status

based on unity rather than fragmentation.

The U.S. strategic interest in denying Micronesia to the

military forces of political adversaries would probably be more

safely assured if there were one political entity because several

entities increase the prospects of political instability and

third power adventurism.

Fragmentation would also present the U.S. with a situa-

tion requiring the negotiation of several status agreements,

including agreements with Truk, Ponape and Yap where we have

no specific military land requirements. We would be faced with

the unenviable choice either of continuing indefinitely to give

them substantial financial assistance or risking the chance of

their falling under the influence of an unfriendly power.

Lastly, we have long asserted publicly that we favor

Micronesian unity; to reverse that position too facilely would

open us to charges of bad faith--that with the Marianas safeYy_.

split away, we then turned to disintegrating the rest of t
Trust Territory.
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On the other hand, M1cronesla s centrifugal impulses

are so strong that it is entirely possible--some would say

highly probable--that even a determined U.S. effort on behalf

of Micronesian unity will fail. Should some form of unity be

imposed by the USG against the willingness of the Micronesians

to support unity, its eventual collapse would have a detrimental

impact on U.S. political/security interests• Also, rigid i

adherence to an unrealistic unity policy, some would argue,

risks alienating the people of the Marshalls and Palau, the

very two districts where the U.S. has specific military interests.

In summary, it is believed that it remains in the long
O

term best interest of the United States, as well as of Micronesia,

to preserve a realistic although perhaps limited, form of unity,

while being flexible as regards the extent of autonomy for each

of the districts Therefore to cope effectively with the• ,

growing agitation for separation, the U.S. should attempt to

complete the negotiations rapidly on a single political status

arrangement covering all the districts.

Continued negotiation by the U.S. with the new Microne-

sian Status Commission (CFPST) without active representation

of the Marshalls and Palau may prove, however, to be ineffective

because as long as the Commission lacks such representation, it

may not be a valid interlocutor which would negotiate a status

applicable to all the districts. Should the U.S. and the CFPST

reach agreement, it might possibly be repudiated by the Palaua_S

/_. _nG Marshallese who might argue they were not a party to it. Yet,

"_ .S. refusal to deal with the Commission pending participation
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by all districts would stalemate the negotiations and grant

leverage to Marshallese and Palauan separatists.

The Commission appears desirous of being able to report

substantively on current U.S. positions and on future prospectS

for the status negotiations to the COM which offers a forum for

discussion of outstanding status issues among representatives

of all the districts. It is therefore in the U.S. interest to

convey U.S. positions on remaining status questions to the new

Commission as soon as possible and preferably before the next

session of the COM convenes in early January, 1977. The major

outstanding issue is that of marine resources, which is central
O
O

to the interests of all the districts This subject could be•

used to induce the Marshalls and Palau to become involved in
able to

the Commission s work toward a status solution applic

all the districts of Micronesia.

One possible solution to the Micronesian unity question

might be to obtain Micronesian acceptance of a loose form of

unity, providing maximum autonomy to the various districts under
• A loose "con-

" a"an umbrell association with the United States

federation" of the districts could be structuredaround common

and essential services required by all districts, e.g., transpor-

tation, communications, education, legal affairs and resource

protection and development. The feasibility and practicality of

this concept could be demonstrated to the Micronesians during the

remaining years of the trusteeship by restructuring the trustee
¢\

territory administrative government, i___)
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B. Constitution Vs. Compact

A Micronesian Constitutional Convention, conducted

during 1975, resulted in a draft constitution for a future

Federated States of Micronesia. The draft Constitution pro-

vides that the future Government of Micronesia would first

attain the full attributes of a sovereign state and then enter

into a free association relationship with the U.S., under a

treaty relationship, by delegating certain authorities to the

U.S.

The approach to a free association relationship with

the U S resulting from the draft Micronesian Constitution

would: one, dilute U.S. foreign affairs authority over Micro- o
O

nesia and call into question whether the U S could protect

its interests and meets its international commitments in the

Western Pacific without raising fundamental conflicts between

the U.S and Micronesia (e.g., by precluding the U.S. from

asserting its authority to require Micronesia to conform its

activities to U.S. policies and security interests); and two,

empower Micronesia as a fully sovereign state to withdraw its

delegation of authorities and terminate the Free Association

relationship at any time, thus raising serious obstacles to long

term policy planning in the Western Pacific. In effect, it

would provide for Micronesian independence under the guise of

free association.

Such a concept of "free association" differs radically

from the U.S. concept as expressed in the initialled Compac_._.
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Free Association. Under the initialled Compact, internal

sovereignty would be held by Micronesia while the United States

would hold foreign affairs and defense authority as if it were

sovereign. The powers of the U.S. would derive directly from

the people's sovereign act of self-determination, not from any

delegation of powers by a Micronesian Government. Under the

initialled Compact's concept, the Constitution and laws of

Micronesia could not infringe upon the responsibilities and

rights vested in the Government of the United States as a result

of the approval of the Compact by the people of Micronesia, and

by the Government of the United States. g

Recen_ evidence suggests that the draft Constitution

will most likely not obtain referendum approval in the requisite

number of districts to become adopted. There are varying degrees

of opposition to the Constitution in all of the districts. There

is as yet no set date for such a referendum on the Constitution.

Indeed, the supporters of the draft Constitution appear reluctant

to recommend a referendum date to the High Commissioner because

of the likelihood of its defeat.

The opposition to the draft Constitution revolves around

the separatist tendencies. The attitude and actions of the

Palauan and Marshallese leaders in respect to the Constitutional

Convention and the draft Constitution have already been mentioned.

Their main objection is that the draft Constitution does not pro-

vide for sufficient local autonomy. Added to this opposition is

/ . _0_._ \_

_ <$_epotential reaction in Kusaie, which will become a separate
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district in January, 1977. Because of its close ties with the

Marshalls and because of its desire to maintain its established

religion (and therefore opposition to the Constitution's freedom

of religion clause), Kusaie may also reject the Constitution.

There are even signs of some opposition to provisions of the

Constitution among some leaders of Truk and Ponape. By its own

terms, the draft Constitution could not take effect if three or

more districts reject it.

The existing COM legislation establishing the new Commis-

sion (CFPST) instructs the Commission to make the Compact of Free

Association conform to the draft Micronesian Constitution. This

mandate if strictly carried out, would have the effect of making

the future relationship with the U.S. a treaty relation-

ship between two independent states, no matter by what term the:

relationship was called. The new Commission, as stated earlier,

has maintained that it is not bound by the agreements of its

predecessor and desires to discuss with the U.S. the inconsis-

tencies between the initialled Compact of Free Association and

the draft Micronesian Constitution. The new Commission has also

resurrected--whether on a serious basis or for tactical advantage

only is not yet known--a number of once resolved issues such as

renegotiation of "indefinite" land use agreements for Kwajalein

Missile Range, unilateral termination of the Compact by Micronesia

at any time, and the,right of a district that disapproves the k

Compact in the status plebiscite to negotiate separately with _
<-\

the U.S. iZ _!



Both sides agree that the two documents, as currently

drafted, contain mutually inconsistent and incompatible provisions.

There is a possibility that the next session of the Congress of

Micronesia may modify the current instructions to the CFPST to

provide more flexibility which could resolve the inconsistencies in

favor of the U.S. concept of free association. There are also

indications that a face-saving arrangement could be obtained

through agreement on the mechanism of a "standby" clause attached

to the Constitution which would, in effect, give the Compact

primacy during its existence (at least fifteen years).

Another method of inducing a resolution of the Compact/
'O

-- O

Constitution problem would be by conducting an offical concep

tual plebiscite throughout Micronesia. Through such a plebiscite,

the people of Micronesia would exercise their sovereign right of

self-determination by choosing between Free Association as defined

by the initialled Compact and independence with a security arrange-_

ment with the U°S. The results of such a plebiscite would provide

the mandate to the Micronesian political status negotiators.

In view of the known opposition to the draft Constitution,

it might be advantageous to hold a referendum on the Constitution

as soon as possible in that a defeat of the Constitution would

obviate the Compact/Constitution problem. However, if the Consti-

tution were unexpectedly approved,_ the problem would be exacerbated

V. Finance •

f_" #_ A. The M1crones fan Economx
_ _ . f ,
\_ _J After twenty-nlne years o United States Administration

_Micronesia is still years and many dollars away from economic
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self-sufficiency or the threshold of self-sustained growth.

Local capital formation is almost negligible and foreign inveSt-

ment disappointing. While many consider the latter to be an

acceptable catalyst to future economic growth in Micronesia, it

is becoming increasingly clear that private American investment

will likely never grow to the extent that its proportionate yield

will be able to fill the local savings gap. Japanese investment,

the other hoped for alternative, is today stifled due to the reluc-

tance of generally conservative Japanese firms to invest in a

Micronesia, the future political status of which is uncertain.

Micronesia today has one of the lowest personal income

tax rates in the world--a flat 3% on wages and salaries. The o

additional 1% on gross business receipts adds almost as much to

annual revenues Revenues from these sources and incidentals

such as import and export tariffs, are estimated at $8.6 millicn

for FY 1977.

Exports of goods and services from Micronesia are

currently estimated at $18 million. This figure is offset,

however, by private consumption in the agricultural sector

(subsistence) of approximately $3.5 million and fees accruing

to airlines in the Trust Territory totalling over $6 million.

What e_sentially remains as marketable exports are copra (almost

$3 million) andtourism (about $5 million). The copra figure

is misleading since local prices are stabilized through infusion

of Congress of Micronesia revenues. The figure for tourism is •

questionable in that a not inconsiderable percentage of tour'Lsm___-

revenue flows out of Micronesia to investors and promotersi_
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Essentially then, with an annual U.S. grant subsidy of

close to $80,000,000 plus some $i0,000,000 worth of U.S. federal

programs now operating in Micronesia, the local economy is able

to generate about $15 million from local taxes and export

earnings. The operations budget of the Trust Territory Govern-

ment (including the districts) is now $51.9 million for FY 1977

(See Annex D for TTPI budget figures).

Even disregarding a post-trusteeship public facilities

construction program, it is clear that Micronesia cannot support

the size and type government is now has. A UNDP economic planning

program in the Trust Territory, based on surveys by a number of

functional "experts has produced an 'economic indicative plan" °_
,

' O

which has recommended to the Micronesians drastic reforms of

their economic system if they are to become less dependent on

u.s. or foreign assistance.

In FY-76 implementation of a $145 million, in constant

dollars, five year capital improvement program for all of the

districts (including the Northern Marianas) was begun. This

level of capital improvement program was agreed to with the

Micronesian negotiators in 1974 on the condition that the Com-

pact of Free Association was accepted by Micronesia. This CIP

program could be reduced, delayed, or suspended if the new Micro-

nesian Commission proves to be headed toward independence and

away from free association.

B Concept of "U.S Financial Assistance

The 1973 study and the initialled Compact framed the'_U.S .

/_" _TxGovernment's conceptual approach to its future financial assis-

_W SE CPJF__
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tance to a post-trusteeship Micronesian entity• The basic tenets

were that (a) U.S. assistance should be looked at as a lump-sum,

thereby refuting the Micronesian concept that the U.S. should be

willing to pay a bonus in order to secure its defense interests;

(b) the U.S.,consistent with (a) above and in order to demonstrate

its belief in Micronesian self-government, should not attempt to

specify the ways in which monies were to be spent except as agreed

to in the negotiations; (c) some provision should be made for

accountability of funds (this seems to be solved in the initialled

Compact through provision for GAO audit); and (d) if at all possi-

ble some provision should be made to equalize the distribution

of the funds throughout Micronesia The underlying controlling o

concept in the U S approach to this problem has been that the• .

level of total annual assistance is directly linked to the close-

ness of the political relationship as well as to the need.,

C. Free Association

The current negotiating instructions provide for a maxi-

mum level of grant assistance, including all U.S. federal pro-

grams, of $60 million per year. The initialled Compact of Free

Association provides financial assistance from the U.S. at

slightly declining levels starting at a level very near to the

authorized negotiating limit. The Micronesian negotiating body

which initialled the Compact was quite satisfied with those levels

of financial assistance. The new Commission has not indicated

any dissatisfaction with the financial levels, but rather has

reacted worriedly to suggestions from the U.S. negotiator that

_" _\those levels might not be as firm as the Micronesians would like
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to think. It may, however, become necessary for the U.S. to

provide some additional financial assistance for the surveillance

and enforcement of Micronesian waters as discussed in the LOS

section of this paper.

D. Independence

If, however, it is decided that a treaty relationship

(independence) should be offered as an alternative status option

the U.S. negotiator should indicate our willingness to extend a

yearly subsidy of no more than $30 million, for the duration of

the treaty or for the first fifteen years at which time it would

be reviewed. This figure would include any amounts for Micronesia

as a whole for military land leases or options and could entail _O

stipulations calculated to discourage secessionist tendencies

For example, if a district realizes that it would receive the

same amount of dollars in consideration for U.S. strategic righ_

whether or not it is part of a united Micronesia but that it

would receive a greater quantity of U.S. economic assistance as_

its share of a Micronesia-wide aid package than it would under

separate relationship with the U.S., that district might be

encouraged to remain in some form of unity with the others. It

is therefore believed that each district's proportionate share ofshould

the U.S. economic assistance to a united Micronesia/be greater

than what any one district might receive in economic assistance

from the U.S. in a separate relationship.

Under the independence option Micronesia would bear full

responsibility for the surveillance and enforcement of the%water

/_£'" _, off the coasts of Micronesia and no provision need be made for
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additional U.S. financial assistance directly for such purposes.

E. Commonwealth

If a Commonwealth relationship is proposed, the U.S. would

be under considerable pressure to offer economic assistance terms

to Micronesia as generous as those contained in the Marianas

Commonwealth arrangement. On a e_ c_!pita basis (which is not a

good comparison), this would mean upwards of $i00 million annually

for seven years plus a very wide range of federal grant, loan and

entitlement programs, including full U.S. financial and operational

responsibility for surveillance and enforcement of Micronesian

waters.

With regard to accountability, the U.S. position should

be dictated by the political relationship. Clearly, a relation-

ship of territorial status such as Commonwealth will involve an

audit function much akin to what presently exists on Guam. _Free

Association and Independence will involve periodic audit by Lthe

GAO. This will likely be a reGuirement imposed by the U.S. Cong_:

V. Congressional Aspects

Some members of the United States Congress will oppose any

status agreement or agreements negotiated with the leaders of

the Marshall Islands and the Caroline Islands that provides

for less than full independence. On the other hand, other

members will oppose any agreement which recognizes Micronesian

independence. It should be possible to reduce opposition

through advance consultation with both Houses of Congress.

Based on Executive Branch instructions concerning which one_

or several of the negotiating options to pursue, the t_
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President's Personal Representative should seek an opportunity

to brief selected members of relevant Committees of both Houses.

For example, the precedent established by the Senate granting

jurisdiction to the Armed Services Committee and Foreign Relations

Committee during hearings on the Marianas Covenant would require

that these two committees, in addition to the Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs, be briefed. Further, it may be advantageous

to shift jurisdiction for consideration of a Free Association

agreement to a Committee other than the Interior Committee to

avoid an interpretation that Free Association relationship creates

a dependency or U.S territorial relationship."

Experience with the Marianas Covenant suggests that Congres- O
o

sional concern will center on cost, protection of defense int e-

rests and reluctance to take on new national obligations. There

will be substantial reluctance to agree to termination of the

Trusteeship on terms that would require sustained financial

support levels equal to or greater than current outlays in the

TTPI and it will be virtually impossible to obtain Congressional_

approval of an agreement without firm assurances from DOD that

United States security interests have been met. Acceptability

of the arrangement to the UnitedNations may be especially impor-

tant to some influential members but would not appear to be impor-

tant to the Congress as a whole so long as the agreement has the

active support of the Executive Branch and the Micronesian leader.

ship of the Trust Territory.

Each of the three status possibilities--Commonwealth, F_ee
t0

_ Association or Independence with a prenegotiated mutual security
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treaty--would be controversial in Congress

Some members of Congress would almost certainly oppose Common-

wealth for the Marshalls and the Carolines. It is likely that

they would gain more support for their position than they were

able to produce in opposition to the Marianas Covenant, but it

is not at all clear that they would be able to kill such an

agreement if the cost were not substantially in excess of current

expenditures. It is likely that there might be some support for

Commonwealth depending on whether the costs were perceived to

be reasonable, particularly in view of the Marianas precedent.

Free Association would probably more easily attract a majority

in either house because of the history of consultations with the o

Congress on the concept of Free Association. O

Independence would probably be supported by those members of

the Congress who opposed the Marianas Covenant and would probably

be the preferred alternative of some members of the Senate Foreign_

Relations Committee, but it would encounter substantial opposition_

from others such as members of the Armed Services Committee.

Many key members of Congress would almost certainly oppose

a situation resulting from fragmentation; i.e., several separate

political status agreements with various Micronesian entities.

The Congress will be extremely reluctant to accede to what may

be considered "untidy and messy" arrangements for an area they

regard as one geographic entity inhabited by so few people. There

will also be Congressional interest in termination provisions and

discussed below./_., e°e_ -
survivability of defense arrangements as /_ _

-SE_T I_ _I
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In summary, it will be essential to maintain contact with

the appropriate Congressional Committees to keep interested

members apprised of the course the Administration proposes to

take in negotiations with the new Micronesian political status

commission.

VI. Status Option____s

The following three status options should be considered:

(i) Commonwealth status; (2) Independence with a pre-negotiated

mutual defense treaty; and (3) Free Association based on the

concept embodied in the initialled Compact.

As stated earlier, it is considered in the best long term

interests of the U S as well as of Micronesia, to continue

some form of Micronesian unity, however restricted it might be

in terms of protecting the districts' autonomous interests. Since

,
time appears to be on the side of the separatist advocates it

behooves the U S to move as rapidly as possible to conclude• •

political status negotiations on a document (and status) which

would apply to all of the districts. Any delay in the negoti-

ations or moratorium on them should therefore be regarded as a

tactic rather than an option. If the Independence option is

selected, however, it may be necessary to have a longer period

of trusteeship which would allow the Micronesians time to form

a stable government under their own constitution. In that event,

a delay in political status negotiations would be reasonable. The

question of timing in regard to termination of the trusteeship _

below.
_._ ........ S

_ _0_. tatus is discussed further
_ _ It should be noted that under the status options of free

_" n
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association or independence, U.S. agreements on the various issues

will not constitute legal precedents for extending similar treat-

ment to offshore U.S. territories.

Micronesia is not now, under the Trusteeship Agreement, a

territory or possession of the U.S. American sovereignty does

not apply to Micronesia, but the United States has definite

legal and moral obligations, both to the Micronesians and to the

United Nations, under the Trusteeship Agreement. Under either a

Compact of Free Association or under a pre-negotiated defense

relationship with the U.S., Micronesia will no____tbe under U.S.

sovereignty. 0nly under the status of Commonwealth would U.S.

sovereignty be extended over Micronesia, as in the case of the
O

Northern Marianas.

Therefore, Micronesia cannot now, under the Trusteeship Agree_

ment nor under a Compact of Free Association be equated with, for

example Puerto Rico, because in neither case is it or would _it

be a territory under U.S. sovereignty. Unless this fundamental

and crucial distinction is clearly recognized by the U.S. there

is no prospect of pursuing negotiations for a Compact of Free

Association with any chance of success.

Territorial Status - A Micronesian Commonwealth

This status option would be similar to the status agreement

with the Northern Mariana islands--Commonwealth. Although

Commonwealth status was rejected by the leaders of the C0M during

the initial rounds of status negotiations seven years ago, it

could be argued that a majority in the Carolines and Marshal_s

f$._._°-_would choose Commonwealth rather than Independence plus a treaty
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with the U.S. if it were made absolutely clear that the annual

U.S. subsidy would be reduced substantially, e.g., by more than

half, if independence were chosen. However, it is very unlikely

that Commonwealth would win over Free Association as described

in the initialled Compact.

A Commonwealth option would more fully satisfy most of the

currently listed negotiating objectives except possibly for

keeping U.So financial obligations within reasonable bounds.

However, it could make more difficult obtaining Security Council

approval for termination.

Executive Branch testimony before Congress in support of the

Marianas Covenant c'learly implied that a less close relationship O

with the Marshalls and Carolines is foreseen. Accordingly, it

is believed that if this option is selected as one which woul d

best further basic U S interests in the area it should not be

tabled in the status negotiations until after full consultation

with Congressional leaders plus a clear indication of substantial

sentiment favoring this option among the local leaders in the

Carolines and the Marshalls.

PROS

-- Would best secure U.S. defense interests in Micronesia.

--.Would impose political unity thereby preserving it.

-- Would ensure uncontested U.S. control over Micronesia's

foreign affairs.

Might be acceptable to a majority in the Micronesian •

districts once the full implications of independence
fp.-O _.....

/_ _ were registered and if free association were ruled out
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as an alternative.

-- Would signal U.S. resolve to maintain its role as a

Pacific power for the indefinite future.

CONS

-- Would be more costly than other options.

-- Would probably be less likely than other options :to

be approved by the U.N. Security Council.

-- Would not be acceptable to those Micronesians who

support the Micronesian draft Constitution.

-- It would be more difficult to explain to Congress that

it is in the U.S. national interest to enter into perma-

nent association with the rest of Micronesia than it was

with the Northern Marianas in view of the latter's close
O

proximity to Guam.

-- Even if the Marshalls and Carolines produced a majority

vote in favor of a Commonwealth relationship with the O

U.S. the absence of a long history indicating overwhel- -_

ming popular support for permanent association with the _ i

U.S. would lessen its chances of Congressional approval.

-- The inherent requirement of a strong central government

would probably lead some districts to reject Commonwealth.

--.In contrast to the Northern Marianas, it is possible that

most of the districts might not easily assimilate into the

U.S. political system.

Independence with Pre-Ne_otiated Mutual Defense Treat_ ;. i_

Although the 1973 USC Study explored several "independence

£'" _,ptions", it is believed that only one deserves serious consider-

_
--r_
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ation at this time because of basic Micronesian political atti-

tudes and the above cited U•S. interests and objectives. This

option would include two main features or inter-dependent parts:

(a) Micronesian independence, full sovereignty, with the new

Micronesian state legally responsible for its defense, external

and domestic affairs, and (b) simultaneous entry into force of

a pre-negotiated United States-Micronesian mutual security treaty

of a specified duration covering denial and U.S. basing and

operational rights as well as guarantees re future financial

assistance possibly provided for under a separate treaty. It

would be similar to the state-to-state relationship which would

come into force following any termination (after a minimum of
O

fifteen years) of a Compact of Free Association.

U S financial payments or subsidies could be significantly E
• °

less than under either Commonwealth or Free Association. The

U°S could insist on the inclusion in the teary of a fragmentation_• O

survivability clause for U.S base rights similar to the surviva-_

bility clause for United Kingdom base rights in their agreement

with the Federation of the West Indies.

This or any other independence option would present major

problems for U.S. security interests because its value and life-

expectancy are only as good as the political strength and good

will of the post-Trusteeship Micronesian Government• Given the

lack of political unity among the districts and the serious weak-

nesses and uncertain fate of the draft Constitution, there is

,_,_i_i-,_--_concern that a treaty arrangement would pose too many unaccep_table
/i. _@ \
/_ c_"risks to the long-term security interests of the U.S. in Micronesia.
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From a national, security perspective, the independence option

is the least desirable of the three alternatives considered and

should be presented to the people of Micronesia only if there is

clear and convincing evidence that they will not accept either

commonwealth status or free association.

There is also concern that the U.S. could not negotiate a

treaty with the Micronesian Commission on Future Political Status

and Transition with the requisite confidence that any agreed

treaty would be fully respected by the future Government of

Micronesia. This situation suggests that any formal negotiations

on the independence option, if it is selected, be postponed until

such time as the Micronesians establish a demonstrably stable

central government. The independence option, therefore, might

require a longer period under trusteeship than the current tarlget

date of 1981 for termination would provide.

On the other hand, this assessment of the independence option

may not be totally valid for the following reasons:

(a) The draft Constitution is not the only basis on

which Micronesian independence could be achieved. The draft

Constitution in fact faces such opposition and possesses such

fundamental flaws as to make its adoption as written very unlikely.-

A revised Micronesian Constitution could include those changes

which the U.S. might require to ensure protection of U.S. military

interests pursuant to a treaty relationship.

(b) While acknowledging that a degree of risk inevitably

t;_o_ue_\exlsts that a future Micronesian government might repudiate any

|_ _ _CRET -
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U.S.-Micronesian relationship whether free association or mutual

security treaty, this risk would not be significantly larger in

negotiations with the Commission on Future Political Status and

Transition than it would be with other representatives of an

entity which is not sovereign but is about to be sovereign. In

addition to the good faith we would expect from officials of any

new Micronesian Government, any such Government would realize

that it could not survive without the economic assistance which

would be an integral aspect of any treaty or treaties negotiated°

(c) The proposal that if the independence option is

selected, negotiations should be postponed until the Micronesians

establish a stable central government may not lead to such a
O

government but rather to one of two undesirable outcomes. The
O

likelier outcome would be that increasingly assertive district

pressures for separate status negotiations would become harder _

and harder to reject so that the U.S would in effect passivelyJ " O

acquiesce in Micronesian fragmentation. Less likely but also
the

undesirable,/proposal could lead to a maintenance of the status

into the indefinite future, since there is no likelihood that

the Micronesians left to their own devices will generate the stable

central government which we would wait for.

PROS

-- Would provide technically and legally for the basic

U.S. security desiderata--base rights and denial.

-- Would avoid the frictions associated with the conduct of

/_._0_\ foreign affairs under Free Association. The U.S. woul_

_ _i not have any responsibility for Micronesian foreign affairs
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under this option.

-- Would call for less financial assistance.

-- The U.S. would not have any financial obligation in

respect to protecting and preserving Micronesia's

marine resources.

-- Might be more acceptable to the political leaders in

Micronesia.

-- Would be more acceptable to the U.N. Security Council.

CONS

-- Would be more restrictive in case of emergency than

Commonwealth, i.e., would preclude or inhibit expansion

of U.S. military rights or operations.

-- Could be more vulnerable to political instability.
O

-- Might be interpreted by some as a weakening of U.S.

resolve to remain a major Pacific power •

Free Association

This option, based on the initialled Compact of Free Associ-

ation, would be contingent on the Micronesians being prepared to

modify fundamentally, perhaps by a "standby clause", or reject

the draft Constitution.

Under this status option, the people of Micronesia by a

sovereign act of self-determination would assign certain rights

and responsibilities to the Government of the United States (for-

eign affairs and defense) and other rights and responsibilities

to the Government of, Micronesia (internal affairs). No Microne-

sian Constitution or law could infringe upon those rights ass_g_e_
/_.v0_
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to the Government of the United States by the approval of the

Compact by the Micronesian people. After fifteen years, any

termination of the special relationship would require another

vote of the people, rather than an act of the Micronesian

Government.

Over the past several years, the conduct of Micronesian

foreign affairs--particularly with regard to Law of the Sea

matters, but also in other areas--has increasingly given the

U.S. Government problems and caused Micronesian annoyance with

the U.S. The subject of Micronesian Law of the Sea and Marine
m"

Resources is treated more fully elsewhere in this paper. This of%
o

situation has led to speculation as to whether the U.S. might

find it possible to modify the initialled Compact's provisions

dealing with the U.S. conduct and control of Micronesian foreign _-

affairs by ceding the control and conduct of certain specified o

foreign affairs fields to Micronesian responsibility, such as

in the area of marine resources, while retaining other areas for

U.S. control and conduct.

The initialled Compact of Free Association already provides

for certain areas of foreign affairs in which the Government of

Micronesia would be authorized to act. These activities by the

Government of Micronesia, however, are under the "ultimate" con-

trol of the U.S. in that the Compact provides, "Upon notification

by the Government of the United States that any activity proposed

o ngaged in by the Government of Micronesia pursuant to this

_ _ _ " " " nA_ex (whlch llsts the forelg affairs activities permitted the•,_ ---.:67-
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Government of Micronesia) conflicts or is likely to conflict

with the exercise of responsibilities assumed by the U.S. under

this Compact, or its international obligations or basic security

interests, the Government of Micronesia will refrain from or

promptly discontinue such activity."

If this option--Free Association--is designated as the pre-

ferred one, it is assumed that ways will be found to preserve

some degree of unity among the districts such as providing for

greater district autonomy and to resolve the inconsistencies

between the initialled Compact and the draft Constitution in

favor of the U.S. concept of Free Association.

This status option has the best chance of being adopted by _o

the majority of the people of Micronesia. All of the districts

have indicated that they desire some form of Free Association

relationship with the U.S. The main problem is that some of the

districts desire their own individual Free Association relation-

with the U.S. rather than be internally associated with theship

other districts. As discussed before, the U.S. could take the

lead in the instigation of a loose association of the districts

which would provide for maximum local autonomy while containing

them under one "umbrella" political status document. "Unity"

may be defined in many ways, some of which do not require a strong

central government.

PROS

-- Would better ensure U.S. security interests than a treaty

f_ _\ relationship with a sovereign state, especially one which
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may be weak and politically unstable.

-- Might be more conducive to political unity than inde-

pendence.

-- Would be less expensive to U.S. than Commonwealth.

-- Would facilitate the status negotiations; could be based

upon an already initialled text.

CONS

-- Might lead to heightened friction, especially in the field

of foreign affairs, and early denunciation by the Micro-

ne s ians. ,_

-- Would be more expensive than independence, even if we

somehow could avoid any operational or financial respon- _o

sibility to patrol Micronesian waters, o
B

-- Would be less acceptable to the U.N. Security Council

than independence.

-- Might be more difficul,t to negotiate unless Micronesians

amend the legal mandate to the new Commission to provide _

more flexibility to resolve the inconsistencies between

the initialled Compact and the draft Constitution in favor

of the U.S. concept of Free Association.

Termination Date

The U.S. has stated publicly that it aims toward termination

in 1980 or 1981. The U.S. agreed to the Micronesian (JCFS)

request that the target date for termination be 1980-1981 because

of the importance the Micronesians attached to an orderly transi-

tion and the completion of an accelerated capital improvemen

program. _
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Under certain circumstances, earlier termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement could yield the following advantages:

lower overall financial costs; facilitate Congressional approval;

and the carry-over of parts of the U.S.-financed capital improve-

ments program into the post-trusteeship period thereby providing

a potential incentive for maintaining political unity through a

critical period. Moreover, it would advance the date of common-

wealth status for the Northern Mariana Islands. However, any

advance of the target date is probably unrealistic from the view-

point of completing the negotiations and providing for a smooth

transition into a new status. A public announcement of an earlier

target date for termination could prove embarrassing since we

could not be sure that we could conclude the negotiations in an
o

expeditious manner A radically earlier date would also be•
o

strongly opposed by many Micronesians. However many other

Micronesian leaders want to end the drift and move ahead as

rapidly as possible on the determination of their political future._

A later date, such as beyond 1981, could be less unsettling

to the Micronesians and would permit them more time to organize

their new government. Some members of the COM have stated that

1981 may prove to be too early a date for termination. At some

point in the negotiations it may prove to be advantageous for the

U.S. negotiator to suggest that the U.S. is prepared to accept that

view and set 1985 as a new termination date.

Since early termination of the Trusteeship Agreement is not

a primary or secondary U.S. objective, the U.S. can remain

deliberately vague on this issue until the future course of our

 egotiationswi hMic o esiabe omeolear. Onbalance,itf
would be best for the U.S. to adhere to the _ ._

t
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current policy'statement; i.e., that it is the intention of the

U.S. to terminate the Trusteeship by the end of 1981--that 1981

is the target date for termination--and that this be reinforced

at every appropriate opportunity. Such reinforcement would have

the merit of setting a psychological time limit on the status

negotiations while maintaining some degree of flexibility in

case circumstances require a later termination.

VII. Termination Provisions and Survivability of Defense

Arramgements

Under any of the political status options which have been

addressed in this study, we can expect the United States Congress

(particularly the Armed Services Committee) to take a very strong=

interest in the following issues:

a The legal and administrative framework which will•

govern the retention and acquisition of land for defense purposes
o

and the tenure which will apply to such land.

b. The amount to be paid for military rights in Micro-

nesia and how this relates to the total amount of financial

assistance which will be provided to them.

c. Various details applicable to the future status of

our forces and the nature of our operating rights in Micronesia.

The foregoing interests will require the prenegotiation of

issues related to the broad nature of our defense relationship

and, in the case of free association or independence, the status

of our forces. If the political relationship stipulates termi-

x/" _oR_,,,.,, _' /,,,nation provisions, there also must be provisions to ensure the

Z_
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survivability of defense arrangements.

The secession issue poses potential problems. Under a treaty

relationship a U.S. Government commitment to intervene with mili-

tary forces as necessary to protect the political integrity of

the new Federation should be avoided. Also, there is the poten-

tial of political fragmentation after the Trusteeship has been

terminated and the new political relationship begun. There is

therefore the need to ensure that our defense rights would

survive in this event.

The survivability of our defense rights also will be affected

by the political mandate possessed by negotiators on the Micro-

nesian side On the one hand the U S cannot conduct negotiations• ' " " " O

O

on an independence option with the status commission with confi- _

dence that we will have a satisfactory treaty relationship with

the future Government of Micronesia. On the other hand, it would_

be very risky to proceed toward Micronesian independence without

preliminary agreement on the broad nature and details of rights

needed to protect U.S. defense interests. This gives rise to a

dilemma, which is presented primarily by the independence option,

and which argues for a delay in the political status negotiations

if the independence option is accepted until such time as the

Micronesians have had an opportunity to form a representative and

stable government at the federal level.

VIII. Transition

The interest of the United States in the transition of the

..._0_\Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands from its present political
l_" <,_
/_ _tatus to a future negotiated status is in seeing that the politi-

_ _mc_
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cal and economic components of the change invest the Micronesians

with a positive residual attitude toward the United States. The

policies which the United States should attempt to pursue in

connection with the transition are those policies which will, in

concert with Micronesian desires, effectuate a govern'mental and

social infrastructure which can be managed within the means the

Micronesians will have available, promote some form of post-

Trusteeship unity, and which will fulfill the development obli-

gations undertaken by the United States in the Trusteeship Agree-

ment. These aspects of transition have remained substantially

the same from the United States point of view since 1973, when

the previous study concerning Micronesia's future political status_

was transmitted to the President.

The intervening years have however, necessitated some changes_

in what can be defined as the program components of transition.
o

The former study identified the major component of transition as

the movement of the capital of Micronesia away from its Saipan

setting to a new location of Micronesian choosing (Ponape). The

President's Personal Representative has since been authorized to

commit up to $25 million in direct U.S. aid to this project along

with an additional $i0 million matched on a two for one basis

with local contributions. This authorization should be retained.

Since the new COM negotiating Commission has responsibility

to consider transition measure, the subject of transition should

be made a part of the negotiations as fully as possible once _heir _

irection again becomes clear. The U.S. should then consider

tablishing a jolnt transltlon group which will with the Micro-
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nesians, make recommendations as to (i) the implementation of

a revised Micronesian Constitution prior to the termination of

the Trusteeship; (2) changes in Trust Territory law and provi-

sion for the carry-over of same into the new Micronesian govern-

ment; (3) adjustments in U.S. administration policy in light of

a political status agreement (to include such matters as decen-

tralization, pre-termination budgets, expanded authority for

the Congress of Micronesia, and foreign relations); and (4)

specific provisions for the new capital of Micronesia.

The following new program components of transition should

be designed with a view toward complete transition by the end

of 1981 the target date for termination of the Trusteeship Agree_

ment, so that a smooth and orderly transition may occur to the

post-Trusteeship status:

I. The putting in place of an infrastructure which will

provide the basic services for an acceptable post-termination

Micronesian standard of living. The United States agreed in 1974

to contribute $145 million spread over five years for this purpose_

This amount will be reduced somewhat starting in FY 1978 to reflect

the budgetary separation of the Northern Mariana Islands.

2. The decentralization of the Trust Territory head-

quarters government. This proposal is the result of the report

of Director of Territorial Affairs to the Jackson Oversight Com-

mittee on the Management of Public Programs in the TTPI. The

concept of the proposal is to shift program management respo_i-

'_°e_bility and capability to the district level. Certain functions

f the_ _' Trust Territory Government will be relocated to districts
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where natural and human endowments are most suitable. The

headquarters will be trimmed in size so that the Micronesians

can assume most functions and responsibilities at the central

level when the Trusteeship Agreement is terminated. This program

can be tailored to demonstrate to the Micronesians t_at maximum

local autonomy within a loose association is possible and in

their best interests.

3. During the transition period U.S. policies regarding

foreign-,particularly Japanese--investment in and development

assistance to Micronesia should be tailored to create as benefi-

cial a post-trusteeship investment environment as possible.
O

However, appropriate adjustment of transition policies cannot be

undertaken until it is determined which future political status

is foreseen for Micronesia.

4. During the transition process the U S. will actively

work to achieve a program of economic development in Micronesia

which is designed to expand the private sector and increase the

base for local revenue generation. Components of this include

foreign and U.S. investment, identification of industrial poten-

tial and revised legal codes for zoning.
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